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1 2 It has been recently reported ' that the magnetic hyperfine inter-

action of c13 was observable. in paramagnetic resonance spectrum of aqueous 

-3 solutions of Cr(CN)
5

No • It seemed probable that this interaction was 

only due to the equitorial CN but the possible axial coupling remained 

unknown. In a preliminary report 3 of the exchange with c13N- we were 

also unable to differentiate between the axial and equitorial positions. 

We have now been able to prepare the complex by exchange with c13 sub-

stituted primarily in the axial position and by synthesis with every 

cynide substituted by c13N-. Both the hyperfine interaction and the rates 

of exchange of the axial and equitorial positions have now been clearly 

resolved. 

Samples of K
3
Cr(CN)

5
No were synthesized

4 
utilizing NaCN enriched to 

55% in c13 isotope, The largest hyperfine splitting in the paramagnetic 

resonance spectrum of Cr(CN) N0- 3 should arise from the species containing5 
5 

c13 • In the X-band spectrum of the enriched sample clearly 

resolved lines occur 62.4 gauss above and below the center of the spectrum. 

Since these lines must be due to a combination of axial and equitorial c13 
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hyperfine interaction, this splitting can be combined with the previously 

assigned
1

'
2 c53 , ~4 

and c13 equitorial splittings to yield a value of 

8.55±0.4 gauss for the axial c13 coupling constant. 

A prominent hyperfine line can also be observed between the c12 

and the expected equitorial c13 lines when the complex is exchanged in 

solutions containing nearly equal amounts bf c13 enriched CN- and HCN. 

Direct measurement of this line gives 8.93±0.2 gauss for the axial c13 

coupling constant. Our values can be compared to the 8o43±0.2 gauss re

ported by Kuska and Rogers
6 

from a resolution of the complex pattern observed 

for both axial and equitorial c13 substitution. A summary of our coupling 

constants is given in Table I. 

6 0 13 -In the temperature range 0-100 C the exchange with C N can be 

observed without decomposition of the complex. We have followed the decrease 

in the signal due to unsubstituted complex and the increase in the signal 

resulting from equitorial c13 substitution while the samples were held at 

constant temperature in the microwave cavity of a paramagnetic resonance 

spectrometer. In solutions ranging from 0.015 -0.035 f in complex and 0.1-0.2 

f in NaCN (55% in c13 isotope) we followed the adjacent lines for unsubstituted 

and c13 equitorial-substituted complex for the Cr53 species until approximately 

50% of the complex was substituted with one c13N-. These experiments were 

conducted in the nearly complete darkness of the cavity. In separate experi

ments no pronounced light catalysis, as reported for other cyanide complexes, 7 

was observed. 

These exchange data were fit by rate laws assuming first order in 

unsubstituted complex and zero order in total CN- concentration. An inte-

grated rate law was used which took into account the possible substitution 
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of the axial and one of the four possible equitorial CN • The total rate 

constant ka+4ke can be directly obtained from the decrease in the unsub-

stituted complex and the equitorial rate constant ke can be evaluated by 

successive approximation from the growth of the equitorial c13 signal. At 

0 -4 -1 -6 -1 75 C we obtain ka :=: 1 x 10 sec and ke = 7 x 10 sec Over the range 

of temperatures we get m* 
a 

30.5 ± 4 Kcal/mole and ffi+ 
e 

·- ·j =F 33·5 ± 4 Kcal mole, ffi = 18 a 
:j:: 

± 8 e. u., 6H = 
e 

5 ± 8 e.u. In the solutions prepared by adding 

NaCN to neutral solutions of the complex the ratio ka/4ke = 4 ± 2 over the 

full range of temperature. 

The apparent large positive value for ffi::j: indicates
8 

that the activated 
a 

complex for axial exchange is a protonated species. The formation of 

( 
-2 

HCr CN) 
5

No by the removal of the proton from HCN could contribute about 

40 e.u. to the apparent entropy of activation. When exchange experiments 

were conducted in acidified solutions so that both CN- and HCN have nearly 

equal concentrations the axial rate is accelerated. In this case, as pre-

viously mentioned, a line due to axial substitution becomes prominent before 

the equitorial line is clearly observable. It seems probable that the formal 

charge of +l on the NO group makes the axial CN more likely for protonation 

than the more adjacent equitorial CN . It is possible from our data, however, 

that the equitorial exchange is also partly.acid catalyzed. 

The similar values for the N14 and both c1 3 coupling constants do 

not give any clear contradiction or support to the bonding scheme proposed9 

for these complexes. The axial CN- is more liable to exchange in aqueous 

solution primarily because of greater protonation at this position, and the 

enthalpies of activation are equally large for both positions. The theory 

for the isotropic hyperfine interaction in these compounds is necessarily com-

plex, and both the signs of the coupling constants and the anisotropic terms 
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should. be determined before a serious effort is made to explain the axial 

and equitorial coupling constants in terms of bonding. 

Acknowledgment- This work was supported by a grant from the United States 

Atomic Energy Commission. 
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Table I 

Hyperfine Coupling Constants 

A(Cr~3 ) 18.39±0.05 gauss 

A(Nl4) 5-27±0.05 

,, A(Cl3) 12.64±0.2 e 

A(Cl3) 
a 8.80±0.3 
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